
Sweden to Prosecute Woman for Reporting on
Facebook that Migrants Torched Cars and
Defecated in the Streets

written by GEG | May 14, 2017

Sweden is prosecuting a 70-year-old woman reported on Facebook that migrants were
burning cars and defecating in the streets, and she faces 4 years in jail. The
government claims that this was a disparaging view of migrants and, therefore, it
violated Sweden’s law on incitement to racial hatred. The woman does not deny writing
the post but challenges the law by denying that telling the truth is a criminal act.
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Hackers have been able to infect tens of thousands of computers in more than 100
countries using software developed by the NSA. Wikileaks exposed this problem last month
by publishing the software manuals to prove that the threat is real. This reporter
anticipates that the CIA and the press will attempt to blame Wikileaks and Trump
supporters for the problem.

Tim Allen’s TV Sitcom Cancelled After He
Said Being a Conservative in Hollywood Was
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Tim Allen starred as a positive conservative character in the ABC sitcom, Last Man
Standing, which was cancelled despite high ratings. The cancellation comes two months
after he made a comment on a talk show comparing living as a conservative in Hollywood
to Nazi Germany.
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The African/ Black Student Alliance (A/BSA) physically occupied a building on the UC
Santa Cruz campus and was granted all of its demands, which includes mandatory
‘diversity training’ for all incoming students. Now they are threatening more civil
disruption if their new demands are not met.

Mike Adams Reports the Boston Herald to the
FBI for Recommending That Those who Oppose
Vaccines Should Be Executed by Hanging
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Mike Adams, the owner of the Natural News website, is filing a complaint with the Boston
FBI against the Boston Herald for publishing a violence-inciting editorial attributed to
the Boston Herald. The editorial claims that vaccines don’t cause autism and that it
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ought to be a “hanging offense” for anyone who opposes this conventional theory.


